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Thinking about
Vitoria-Gasteiz brings
to mind its mediaeval
quarter, the spectacular
green belt that surrounds
the city, its ancient
cathedral or its worldrenowned Jazz Festival.
But behind all this lies
much more. A fascinating

Vitoria-Gasteiz is that

history, idyllic forests,

unknown quantity that

street markets, secret lakes,

charms you or that old
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a wall hidden between

acquaintance that never

churches and palaces,

ceases to surprise you. Its

and an enogastronomic
offer that never ceases
to amaze.

mediaeval character coexists
in perfect harmony with
amazing natural landscapes
right in the heart of the city.
The Capital of the Basque
Country is a sustainable,
friendly, welcoming and
hospitable city that offers
much more than you can
imagine.

VITORIA-GASTEIZ
EVERYTHING

you see and

MUCH

more

treating
...
FOR

YOURSELF

48 KM
OF

urban
paths
parks

AND

DOZENS OF
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Saburdi restaurant

Salburua park
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Green belt

Perretxico
restaurant

Traditional restaurant
or signature cuisine;

Secret water garden

à la carte or pintxos;
wine from Rioja Alavesa
or txakolí. Vitoria-Gasteiz
has all the ingredients
for really treating
yourself and enjoying
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a unique gastronomic
experience. When
in Vitoria-Gasteiz,
the combination of
traditional Basque cuisine
and a hefty dose of
creativity, will leave you
with only one thing to say:
ON EGIN!

BON

appétit!

VITORIA-GASTEIZ IS
BEST SEEN ON FOOT.
Or by bicycle. From its
mediaeval heart you can
ride along its 48 kilometres
of urban paths or its 110
kilometres of cycle lanes
to the green belt, which
surrounds the entire city
with its forests, parks
and streams.
With 46 m2 of green
areas per inhabitant
and 250,000 trees, in
Vitoria-Gasteiz, the 2012
European Green Capital,
nature thrives right in
the middle of the city.

Zaldiaran restaurant

La Florida park

Alegría river

Salburua park
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working
...
FOR

GUARANTEED

fun
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Palacio de Congresos Europa

Ardoaraba festival
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VITORIA-GASTEIZ
IS THE CITY WHERE
SOMETHING IS
Europa Congress Palace terrace

ALWAYS GOING ON.
Exhibitions, concerts,
festivals such as
Kaldearte or Magialdia,
the FesTVal for TV, the
The Europa Congress
Palace is a unique place.
A passive house
building with bioclimatic
architecture perfect for
holding conferences
thanks to its 20 rooms
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with capacity for up
to 1,200 people.
Its facade is covered by

lively Virgen Blanca
festivities in August,
the re-enactment of
the battle of Vitoria,
exhibitions of local
customs in its squares, its
International Triathlon...
The streets are a pleasant
permanent bustle. It’s
impossible not to have fun.

a vertical garden with
33,000 native plants
and from its spectacular
terrace you can see
the Gasteiz Avenue’s
green walkway.
The Villa Suso Palace,
in the heart of the
mediaeval quarter and
surrounded by churches,
walls and cobblestone
streets, is another
alternative for business
meetings. Working in
Vitoria-Gasteiz is a joy.
Europa Congress Palace

Europa Congress Palace

Europa Congress Palace

Villa Suso Palace

Virgen Blanca festivities

Magialdia

Basque rural sports

Vitoria-Gasteiz triathlon

Mediaeval market
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forests,
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animals
LAKES AND

HITTING THE

right note
...
Jazz Festival

RIGHT IN THE
MIDDLE OF
THE

city

Salburua wetlands
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Ataria

The streets of
Vitoria-Gasteiz move
to the rhythm of the
saxophone.
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Of the piano. Of the
guitar. Because the
greatest jazz virtuosos
meet there during its
International Jazz Festival.
And Azkena Rock turns
Jazz Festival

the city into a vibrant
stage in which thousands

A HAVEN OF
TRANQUILLITY
ONLY 20 MINUTES
FROM THE

of people worship at

MEDIAEVAL

the feet of renowned

QUARTER:

international bands.
In Vitoria-Gasteiz we like
to hit the right note.

THE SALBURUA
WETLANDS.
There are 180 animal
species here: deer,
water birds, the
European mink...
200 hectares of lakes
and forests in the middle
of the city. Discover them
at Ataria, its spectacular
Interpretation Centre
that blends in with
nature.

Azkena Rock Festival

Salburua wetlands
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Salburua wetlands

Olárizu

Salburua wetlands

discovering
...
FOR

SOMETHING NEW
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ancient
AN

C AT H E D R A L

Artium Museum

Santa María Cathedral
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Bibat Museum

Make a date with
contemporary art at
the Artium Museum.
It hosts works by Dalí,
Water tank

Picasso, Miró and Tàpies

Santa María Cathedral

and sculptures by Serra,
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Chillida and Oteiza.
It is part of the artistic
route along with
the Montehermoso
Palace, converted into a
centre for the production

Upon entering the
Gothic cathedral of Santa

and dissemination of

Maria, time stands still.

avant-garde works of

Providing inspiration for

art; and with the Bibat
Museum (2 in 1) which is
the result of the merger
of the Playing Card
Museum and the
Archaeology Museum.

great writers like Ken
Follet and Paulo Coelho,
its walls, pillars and
domes tell the history
of the city through the
ages. Its programmed
tours are an essential and
unforgettable experience.
A CATHEDRAL
OPEN FOR WORKS
THAT OFFERS
SPECTACULAR
VIEWS OF THE
ENTIRE CITY AND ITS
SURROUNDINGS.

Santa María Cathedral

Artium Museum
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Mediaeval wall

FOR

strolling
... stay

WHERE
YOU ARE
21

Plaza de la Burullería

Los Arquillos

El Portalón
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Mediaeval wall

Almendra mediaeval district

Pintorería street

Plaza del Machete

STROLLING THROUGH

Museum of Fine Art

VITORIA-GASTEIZ
IS A JOURNEY
BACK IN TIME.
The cobblestone streets
of its mediaeval quarter
transport you to another
era. You can walk through
hidden squares or through
Los Arquillos, a harmonious
architectural solution that
allows you to bridge
the climb between
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the medieval city and
the newer expansion
district. There, the Plaza

Plaza de España

de España or the Plaza
de la Virgen Blanca, the

Sometimes the best

epicentre of city life, give

thing about strolling

way to the Parque de la

is standing still.

Florida, the Plaza de los

In Vitoria-Gasteiz visitors

Fueros or the Catedral
Nueva (new cathedral).

stop in front of its
statues; in front of the
murals of the painted
city; in the Renaissance
palaces that dot the
city; contemplating the
medieval wall hidden
between buildings and
churches; or observing
the characteristic white
galleries of its houses.

"Eskuz esku" mural and the Doña Otxanda Tower

Álava

THE VALLE SALADO
The Valle Salado is one
of the world’s unique
landscapes. A place
used by the humans
for thousands of years
to obtain salt from
its springs in salt flats

RIOJA ALAVESA
Just 30 minutes from

terraces.

Vitoria-Gasteiz is the

The FAO (United Nations

wine region of Rioja

Food and Agriculture

Alavesa, one of the

Organization) has

most prestigious in

declared it a World

the world. There, the
calados (traditional cellars
dug underground) are

Rioja Alavesa
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Agricultural Heritage site
and in 2015 it received
the Europa Nostra

interspersed with lavish

Award for the recovery

wineries designed by

of heritage. Located 20

renowned architects

minutes from Vitoria-

such as Frank Gehry and

Gasteiz, its guided tours

Santiago Calatrava. Rioja

are an unforgettable

Alavesa is a land dotted
with mediaeval towns full
of charming hotels with
the Sierra de Cantabria in
the background.

Marqués de Riscal. Elciego.

arranged in 5,500

experience.

The Valle Salado. Añana salt flats.
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MEDIAEVAL ÁLAVA
Álava retains its
mediaeval essence
thanks to towers and

NATURAL PARKS
With 5 natural parks,
29 spaces belonging to
the Natura 2000 network

castles such as the one in

and 3 biotopes, 30%

Quejana; to the walls of

of Álava is protected

towns such as Labraza,
Laguardia or Artzinieaga;
and to the Romanesque
churches of its villages

as a natural space.
The natural parks of Izki,
Gorbea and Valderejo,
the Zadorra lakes and

scattered throughout the

the greenways of

seven counties that make

the Basque-Navarran

up the province.

Railway that enables the
crossing of a good part
of its territory on foot
or by bicycle, make this
territory a real natural
treasure that hosts
unparalleled fauna
and a flora.

Gorbea Natural Park

Vitoria-Gasteiz, capital
of Álava and the Basque
Country, has a privileged
setting. It is the natural
route from the north to
the Mediterranean,

The strategic position

and an obligatory route on

of Vitoria-Gasteiz, its

trips from the north to the

excellent communications

south of the peninsula.

and proximity to other
capitals make it a

Vitoria-Gasteiz is connected
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magnificent destination,

by air thanks to its airport,

and the ideal starting

has good rail links and a

point to get to know

road network that connects
it with the rest of the Basque

the rest of the Basque
Country.

Country, Spain and Europe.
For travelling within the
capital of Alava itself, one of
the most comfortable and
efficient modes of transport
most strategic points of the
city centre and also reaches
the outskirts. In addition,
the city is ideal for cycling
around thanks to its 110
kilometres of cycle paths.

Valle Salado (Añana salt flats)
40 MINUTES AWAY

SAN SEBASTIÁN

Rioja Alavesa
Guggenheim Museum (Bilbao)
60 MINUTES AWAY
San Fermines (Pamplona)
La Concha beach (San Sebastián)
Santander
2 HOURS AWAY
Côte Basque (Biarritz)

Vitoria-Gasteiz also has a

Zaragoza

caravan parking area for

Valladolid

those travelling in this way.

BILBAO

3 HOURS AWAY
Madrid
León
5 HOURS AWAY
Barcelona

-1
AP

AP-68

is the tram. It connects the

20 MINUTES AWAY

A-1

VITORIA-GASTEIZ
ÁLAVA

PAMPLONA

Country:
Spain
Autonomous Community:
The Basque Country
Province:
Álava
Location:
42º 51’N 2º 41’0
Altitude:
525 m
Area:
276.81 km2
Foundation:
1181
Population:
247,820
Density:
New Cathedral

874.77 inhabitants/km2

Plaza de España, 1
t. 945 16 15 98
f. 945 16 15 99
turismo@vitoria-gasteiz.org
www.vitoria-gasteiz.org/turismo

turismo_vitoria
turismovitoria
turismovitoria
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